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About This Game
Wetwork is a stealth action game.
The protagonist is an assassin and their objective is to eliminate their target as silently and cleanly as possible. They have many
tools at their disposal - CQC, pistols, smgs, assault rifles, sniper rifles, explosives and the like. It's also possible to take enemy's
clothing to impersonate them and infiltrate restricted areas.
The game is open ended and and its missions can be completed in many different ways.
Intelligence agencies don't usually arbitrarily restrict the available weapons so all of them are available to the player.
There are no "best weapons" that can be unlocked.
Currently available weapons:

Poison and sedative syringes
Combat knife
5 handguns
3 SMGs
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6 Rifles
2 Shotguns
Minigun
4 Sniper rifles
8 types of explosives
The weapon list is quite big, but both missions can be completed without taking any weapons with you. (And this is the only way
to get the best rating)
Currently available missions:
Training Level - Kārlis Ulmanis Memorial Park.
A small urban area with a park at its centre. Introduces the player to various weapons and gameplay mechanics. Can be beaten in
about 2 minutes. This is also available in the free demo.
Mission 1 - Ventspils.
A bit bigger rural area near the Baltic Sea. The main objective is to infiltrate a corrupt politician's mansion and take him out. No
hand holding this time.
The game is set in 2030s and takes place in Latvia.
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Title: Wetwork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jānis Circenis
Publisher:
Jānis Circenis
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 64 bit
Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: nVidia Geforce 600 series or newer, AMD Radeon 77xx series or newer
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 10 GB available space
Sound Card: Yes

English
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Great game for everyone looking for diving adventure. Rich world full of hidden locations combined with amazing, climatic
music make u feel like u are discovering another, magical world. But dont count on thrill and action because gameplay is really
peacefull and relaxing.. Santa would be ashamed to see himself that ugly.
The images are true, he does look like that in the game.
And the old man is SO STRONG. Just check the stats... This guys has superhuman overpowers!
That's what I call nice Pay to Win scheme.
Nope, sorry, I can't accept that.
Good thing I don't believe in Santa anymore, because seeing him here woud make me cry.. All Pop Cap's games are just perfect.
Easy to learn, "plug & play" but, with increasing difficulty and clear instructions before every new thing to learn. Intense rythm,
you are always clicking the mouse, no time to rest. Original, they can be based on anything else but they do their own way and
with outstanding imagination. The right difficulty at the right time, to maintain the interest. Variated play modes. Ridiculous
simple controls, usually just the mouse and their two buttons, some times the arrows pad is also neeced but, that's all. Very good
music and sound effects....
Well, if you already played Zuma, you know what I mean but, they have other interesting titles and this is one of them.
Highly recommeded for casual tmes, when you are in a hurry and want to play just a bit or, for that "in between big games"
time.
ONE OF THE MOST ADDICTIVE GAMES ALL THE TIMES !!!.
Remeber you said: "I will play just one or two levels"?.. Awesome game, love it. Looks great, phenomenal music and great
puzzles. Can\u2019t wait to see more.. Well this was a hoot,but of course,you play for the achivements. I have played many
versions of Trackmania. However, this bugged out mess felt as though it was made with the sole intention of killing the die hard
fans.
-DoItAll on Youtube
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Game of the year. I recommend playing this game on the keyboard than on the steering wheel. Sensitivity of moving is also
really high, it can be indeed hard to play under the influence of alcohol. There is a bunch of levels, which are gradually
becoming harder - stupider also. Authors of this game have forgotten to write precise warning, that your table or any computer
device AREN'T safe anymore, so it is good when you have to beat a meat. Super meat boy's little brother. Graphics are also lit,
but only if you are on drugs. Achievements are truly good hidden, to get them you have to click everywhere. Solid game.. I think
this is a nice take on hidden object games. Offers puzzles & teasers too. Suitable for all ages.. It's always refreshing to see a
horror game that focuses on unnerving moments, rather that jump scares. However, I don't think this game is worth six dollars.
Get it on sale.. Unironically better than Game Dev Tycoon in wich i always had a lack of actual feedback in the mechanics (yes i
used generate game report and online sheets) or personal creativity and personalization.
You dont just design engines, liscenses, games, offices etc. but you get to personalize them too (food, comfort etc.). Its an
addictive mix between construction, planning and executing a idea within the framework of the game.
Having multiple big offices with teams spanning over 100 employees (late game) allows for projects far beyond what ive seen in
Tycoon.
Now ofcourse it aint perfect but as of writing this review ive seen nothing but immediate caring attention from the dev for the
game and its community, pumping out updates even for minor UI issues.
The 20 bucks pricetag (20€ for me) sometimes feels like a steal.. I had thought that the game was going to be an artsy, "go with
the flow", meditative zen-like experience where getting into the zone will allow you to rhythmically flow to the end point. It was
actually rather simplistic, pressing one button to move your thing across a screen in a particular direction until something
triggers, and sometimes just frustratingly trying to race across the screen before a triggered event sealed off an exit, forcing you
to try again and again and again and.... all the while making sure that you land your thing pixel-perfect on just the right spot
(with the unfortunate handicap of delayed drifting after ending your button press). That became god awfully irritating, trying to
land your thing on just the right spot without drifting past or stopping just beforehand.
It's just a waste of money. Rather use your cash for trading cards or something.
. Job well done. If you like puzzle games this is a good one.. Not really sure what I just played\/watched. Kinda like a trippy
dark ride from disneyland. Worth it, especially since free.
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